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Spelling
Use Australian spellings (-ise, flavour).

Use the first instance in Macquarie Dictionary (except 
for proper names, which should be spelt as the 
organisation spells it).

Capitalisation
Use sentence case (capitalise first letter and proper 
names only) for:

 § headings

 § titles of publications and articles in reference lists.

Use title case (capitalise all significant words and  
words of four or more letters) for:

 § titles of publications and articles cited in the text

 z names of programs, projects, conferences, etc.

Punctuation
Use unspaced en rule between numbers.

Use spaced en rule between clauses.

Use spaced ellipses.

There is no comma before ‘and’ (known as the Oxford 
comma) unless required for clarity, except when citing  
lists of authors (follow APA).

Quotes
Use single quote marks for both quotes and coined 
expressions.

Use block quotes with no quote marks when the  
quote is more than about 30 words.

Only use double quote marks when quoting within a  
quote surrounded by single quotes marks.

Acronyms and abbreviations
Do not use full stops in acronyms (e.g. US, UK, DSS).

Use full stops in abbreviations when the last letter is  
not the same as the full word (e.g. for i.e. Vic., but not 
for ltd, Dr, Mr).

Numbers, measurement and dates
Spell out numbers one to nine, except for statistical text 
and percentages.

Use ‘%’ rather than ‘per cent’ except when spelling out 
at beginning of a sentence.

Add a comma in numbers of four digits or more (e.g. 3,000).

Use metric units of measurement.

The format for dates is: Wednesday, 26 January 2012.

The format for time is: 7:30 am.

Formatting
Italicise titles of books and journals, foreign words, and 
when emphasising words.

Do not use italics for names of programs, projects, 
conferences.

In bulleted lists:

 § if each point is a sentence fragment, use no 
punctuation at the end of each point, and ‘and’ or ‘or’ 
on its own line without a bullet after the second last 
point where necessary

 § if each point is a full sentence, then use full stops at 
the end of each point.

Use numbered lists only for hierarchies, steps in a 
process, or items referred to in the text.

Captions appear above tables and figures.

Notes and data sources (in that order) appear 
immediately below both tables and figures.

 z For Internet addresses, remove ‘http://’ and have  
no full point at the end.
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Word list
A
acknowledgement
after-school-hours care
ageing
alcohol and other drugs (noun and adj.)
am & pm
among [not amongst]
antisocial
appendices
Australian Government

B
bettor
biannual
birth mother
birthweight
break-up [noun]

C
caregiver, caregiving
caseload
caseworker
check-up
childbearing
childbirth
child care [noun & adj.]
child rearing
co-morbidity
coordinate
cross-cultural
cyberbully

D
database
dataset
day care [noun & adj.]
debrief
decision makers
decision making
the department
dropout

E
et al.
extracurricular

F
family dispute resolution services
Family Relationship Centres
focused, focusing
frontline

H
health care professional
help desk [unless it’s a name]
hyper-

I
indices [except for SEIFA Indexes]
Indigenous (when referring to people)
inhouse
inquiry [not enquiry]
the Institute
internet
inter-related
intranet

J
jobseeker
judgement [except in legal contexts: 
judgment]

K
km/h

L
legal aid [generic]
life course
life cycle, life-cycle stage
lifelong
long day care centre
longlasting
longstanding
lowercase

M
mailout
mid- to late 20s [number/capitalised 
words]
mid to late [other words]
multidimensional

N
non-English-speaking background (NESB)
no one

O
ongoing
out-of-date [adj.]
over-represent

P
panelist
per cent, percentage
playgroup
pm & am
policy makers
policy making/maker
postgraduate
postpartum
post-traumatic stress disorder
pre-literate, pre-numerate
premarital
preschool
program
prosocial

R
re-partnering

S
shared care
shared care time
shared care-time arrangement
shoplift
social-emotional
socio-cultural
socio-economic
states and territories
statewide
step-children, step-father
subgroup, subpopulation etc.

T
takeaway
time frame
time-sharing
time use study
trialled, trialling
two-thirds, three-quarters
toward

U
under-represent
underway
uppercase

W
Wave 2, second wave, 2nd wave
weekday
wellbeing
while [not whilst]
workforce
workplace
world view
World War II, WWII

Y
Year 12


